High-b equilibria in tokamaks with toroidal flow
] to the case of toroidally flowing plasma, assuming ideal magnetohydrodynamics and isothermal magnetic surfaces. Invoking the ordering bq 2 ) 2 and M 2 / q 2 ) , we solve the boundary layer problem, re-obtaining the static solution in the zero flow limit. The phenomenon of extreme plasma diamagnetism in the static solution was found to be reduced due to centrifugal drift currents for significant toroidal flow. Example equilibrium calculations are presented using plasma parameters which are approaching attainable values in next generation spherical tokamaks. V C 2011 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
To operate and understand a modern, high performance tokamak, one requires a good model for the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) force balance. The success of the spherical tokamak concept makes new demands of the equilibrium theory, such as requiring models which include inverse aspect ratio ¼ a=R 0 order unity and significant toroidal flows or pressure anisotropy.
1 Good MHD stability allows for the ratio b ¼ 2l 0 p/B 2 to increase and approach unity. 2 This has been experimentally verified on START 3 and NSTX 4 in discharges with volume averaged toroidal beta ðb T 2l 0 hpi=B 2 T0 Þ of 40%. The proposed Component Test Facility (CTF) and Spherical Tokamak Power Plant (STPP) concepts 5, 6 are projected to achieve volume averaged toroidal betas of 30% and 60%, respectively, with significant plasma flows in the former resulting from tangentially oriented Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) heating.
Analytical solutions of the high-b MHD equilibrium exist in 2-D symmetric toroidal geometry for small 7 and unity 8 inverse aspect ratio limits. These solutions exhibit a large Shafranov shift of the magnetic axis separating the solution into a predominantly 1-D "core" region and a thin "boundary layer" solution ( Fig. 1) . For sufficiently high pressure, plasma diamagnetism becomes important, causing the magnetic field to be expelled from the magnetic axis region for the more extreme cases. The MHD equilibrium equations have been generalised by various authors [9] [10] [11] to include the centrifugal forces of a rotating plasma. The addition of a centrifugal force will, for large flows, displace the pressure surfaces from magnetic surfaces. The Grad-Shafranov equation used for static solutions can be generalised by introducing a Bernoulli equation for energy conservation and an assumption about heat flow.
This paper generalises the previous high-b MHD solutions by including the effect of toroidal flows in the limit of isothermal flux surfaces.
II. EQUILIBRIUM WITH TOROIDAL FLOW
Here, we summarize the derivation of the Grad-Shafranov equation for purely toroidal flow that has been presented elsewhere [12] [13] [14] [15] but in sporadic detail for the isothermal assumptionB Á rT ¼ 0. This paper deals with the 2-D cylindrically symmetric system in Fig. 2 . We begin with the fundamental result that divergence-free quantities in 2-D axisymmetric systems can be expressed in terms of poloidal flux functions w and w M for magnetic field and momentum, respectively,B ¼ rw Â r/ þ Fr/;
(1)
where F(R,Z) and F M (R,Z) are arbitrary. In this paper, we make the ideal MHD assumption with zero resistivity, we then obtain magnetic field lines which are "frozen" into the plasma. For a 2-D flowing plasma, the plasma can only move along the field lines or by the rigid rotation of field and plasma in the symmetry direction/. One can substitute momentum flux and Faraday's law into Eq. (3) to obtain the well known 2-D axis-symmetric result for the velocity,
which expresses the frozen-in condition. It is interesting to note that under these assumptions, a purely poloidal flow is not possible unless the toroidal field is zero. Turning now to the momentum equation,
we wish to simplify the problem by using a thermodynamic state function which relates q, rT, and rp so that the chosen independant variables are clear. The natural choice for the isothermal case is the Gibbs free energy G(T, p),
where we neglect other energy losses from the system (e.g., dN ¼ 0). Using the result u / ¼ X (w)R, we may write
Taking the dot product withB terms in rw and rT are zero and we obtain a new flux function,
this is the Bernoulli equation for energy conservation along a fluid stream line. Substituting this new flux function H to eliminate G from our fluid equation we obtain
which has all components parallel to rw and a scalar equation for the components as in the Grad-Shafranov equation (see, for example, the text by Bellan 16 ). We can eliminate the entropy S from the equation by specifying 12 G,
for any arbitrary reference q 0 . In the absence of toroidal forces, F is constrained to be F ¼ F(w) and we use the result (in natural units for convenience),
and obtain a Grad-Shafranov equation,
where the left hand side is often written D * w. An important result from our Bernoulli relation (Eq. (8) 
where KðwÞ q 0 exp mHðwÞ=kTðwÞ ð Þ . This expresses the centrifugal shift of the density away from flux surfaces and is clearly just an expression of the Boltzmann distribution in the presence of a centrifugal force.
III. QUALITATIVE PICTURE
Before giving the complete solution, we can deduce properties of the solution by examining the force balance equations.
A. Ordering
We consider the fluid equation (in natural units),
whereB h denotes the poloidal field rw Â r/ and B / denotes the toroidal field Frw. For the sake of order-of-magnitude approximation, we assume the forms,
FIG. 2. Cylindrical coordinate system and relevant geometric parameters. The circle represents the plasma boundary.
where M / is the toroidal Alvén Mach Number, u / is the toroidal velocity, and q is the tokamak safety factor. We can now order the equation against B 2 / with dimensionless quantities,
We specify that for ''high-b'' solutions we mean that bq
/ , then toroidal flow effects are not significant for these high-b solutions and we regain the previous static results. 7, 8 
B. Core and boundary solutions
We are concerned with the core region where M 2 / q 2 ) and bq 2 ) 2 . In this case
Exploiting previous results for toroidal rotation, 
We can re-write the components of Eq. (21) as
rpðR; wÞ a 1 ðR; wÞrw þ a 2 ðR; wÞrR rB 2 / ðR; wÞ 2 a 3 ðR; wÞrw þ a 4 ðR; wÞrR
where a's are scalars. It follows that rR and rw are parallel which further implies that w ¼ w (R) in the core. The assumption that flux surfaces must close implies the existence of a boundary region outside the core where poloidal field terms are important. The better the core approximation represents the system, the smaller the boundary solution region will be. This boundary layer can be characterised by a width d (Fig. 1) such that the magnitude of the poloidal field jrwj/r is a/d times larger in the boundary layer than in the core. The size of the boundary layer can be deduced from the unbalanced pressure and centrifugal forces, the larger of which we expect to be the pressure term. The previous studies on static equilibria 7, 8 quote a first order unbalanced pressure of r leading to d=a % Oð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi =bq 2 p Þ.
IV. SOLUTION
We proceed by solving the Grad-Shafranov equation (Eq. (13)) for the two asymptotic regions separately.
A. Core solution Taking the limit Bq 2 ) 2 for the core region, the GradShafranov operator D * w becomes zero,
To simplify the solution, we introduce a new spatial variable X(w) much in the same way as a previous work; 8 however, we must take greater care to eliminate all R dependence from the equation than in the static solution, or else the usefulness of this particular approach is lost. We define X(w) implicitly with 
where we have also defined a new mass density q c . Comparing Eqs. (28) and (27), we see that R ¼ X(w) in the core by construction. Therefore, q c (X) is equal to the value of the density as a function of R in the core. Observe also that in introducing X(w) we have replaced the free poloidal flux functions with new free functions of X: X(X), T(X), H(X), and F(X).
For the rest of the paper, it will be useful to label the right-hand side of our Grad-Shafranov equation in terms of the toroidal current density J / and eliminate w, qðR; XÞ ¼ q c ðXÞ exp
and we also henceforth return to S.I. units using the dimensionally correct transformation,
B. Boundary layer solution
Outside of the core region, the poloidal field terms become significant, and we express our Grad-Shafranov equation in terms of distance from the boundary n,
Rewriting the second order derivative as
we integrate once and obtain @w @n
we wish to change variables from w to X. We expect a rapid variation of w over a thin boundary layer, which implies that R is independent of w in the integral. This allows us to write (to first order) 
where R min is taken as location of the inboard side along the major axis. As in Hsu et al., 8 we have chosen our integration limits so that R ! X as we approach the core solution from the boundary. Note that R ! X for all physical solutions.
C. Computing the solution
We may now collect the elements of the solution into a complete description. To construct the solution, we start by specifying the input functions of X. A convenient set of functions are T(X), q c (X), X(X), and @w/@X(X). Unlike poloidal flux functions, these profiles could be directly measured by taking measurements in the core as functions of R (and using dw/ dX ¼ XB h ). This asymptotic approximation may be improved for finite boundary layer width by scaling X to have a maximum at the magnetic axis instead of the wall.
Once the input functions have been specified, the equilibrium is obtained by drawing contours of constant X in the core and boundary layer and joining the solutions. The lines of constant X in the core are simply vertical lines of constant R. The lines of constant X in the boundary are found by tracing a perpendicular distance n(R,X) from the wall at any given R value. For smooth joining of the contours, numerical points should be concentrated around the R ! X transition where n(R, X) varies rapidly.
For completeness, we give explicit expressions for q and B. Taking first the general expression of q,
where the line integral is performed on a loop of constant w.
In the boundary layer portion of the loop, we expect rw to be large and the integrand to be small. To first order, the expression for q reduces to a line integral along the vertical contours in the core, giving qðXÞ ¼ FðXÞ 2pX
where l(X) is the length of the vertical line from top boundary layer to bottom boundary layer. In the limit of small boundary layer, this is simply the vertical height of the plasma boundary. Our expressions for the magnetic field come directly from Eq. (1). The toroidal field is given bỹ
The poloidal fields in the core and boundary layer, respectively, are given byB
D. Joining the solutions and self-consistency
By using the matching condition dw/dn ! 0 as R ! X, we have introduced a discontinuity in the derivative of the flux function at the border between the core and boundary solutions. The dotted lines in Fig. 3 represent tangents to the boundary layer solution at the border. Each tangent is parallel with n consistent with dw/dn ! 0. Because Z and n are generally not parallel at the border, the derivatives dw/dZ and dw/dn are equal if and only if dw/dR ! 0. This mismatch of derivatives causes a fictitious surface current at the border which corresponds to a disagreement between B h either side of the border. Equations (42) and (43) give the measured value of B h in the core and the calculated value of B h in the boundary layer, respectively. The magnitude of the fictitious surface current density jKj is given by
Unphysical current gradients could lead to the appearance of artificial instabilities such as tearing modes which work to smooth the discontinuous gradient. Thus, for well behaved analytical solutions, we should use Eq. (43) for the whole solution so that B h ! 0 smoothly to the core. Since rw is never computed directly to find B h , the discontinuity in derivative is never encountered. Ultimately, this requirement is a consequence of our approximation bq 2 ) 2 that B h terms are unimportant in the core region.
V. PLASMA DIAMAGNETISM WITH FLOW
As we have not nominated F(X) as a free function, we must find an expression for F(X) in terms of our free functions to enable calculation of the toroidal field. We rearrange the definition of X in Eq. (28) and obtain
it is useful here to introduce the pressure in the core
Equation (45) gives an expression for the poloidal current responsible for the toroidal field. The integral represents plasma contributions to the poloidal current. A similar expression has been derived previously for the static case 7, 8 which can be regained exactly by setting X ¼ 0 in Eq. (47). Under circumstances where the integral term in Eq. (45) approaches or exceeds F(R min ) 2 , a region of perfect diamagnetism exists and there are no physical solutions of the Grad-Shafranov equation. We must therefore restrict our Grad-Shafranov solution domain for X to regions outside of the "diamagnetic hole." Within the hole, one should start with a field free fluid equation and solve the ordinary hydrodynamics problem.
An interesting feature of the flow solution is the suppression of plasma diamagnetism by rotation. Fig. 4 shows the typical affect of plasma pressure and rotation on the total field for large b and X (specific values in the calculation will be discussed in Sec. VI). In regions far from the magnetic axis, the plasma pressure and rotation tend to be smaller and have little effect on the magnetic field in comparison to the vacuum solution. The diamagnetic hole appears in the region of highest pressure. As rotation is increased, the size of the hole region is reduced and may be eliminated entirely as in Fig. 4 . This effect will be strongest when the rotation is fast near the magnetic axis, which is often the case.
We may understand rotation suppression of diamagnetism in terms of drift currents. Consider the fluid equation for a slowly varying plasma which rotates in the toroidal direction. Separating the currents and fields into free and magnetisation contributionsB M þH and setting the time derivative to zero
we are free to set the external field H and current J free to zero and look at plasma contributions to the current with
taking the cross product with the field, we obtain the perpendicular dynamics
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (50) is the familiar diamagnetic current. The second term contains the drift current arising from inertial forces which is a well known prediction of the single-particle drift equations. We see that the total plasma current is the sum of diamagnetic and inertial drift currents.
VI. COMPUTED EXAMPLES
We have computed some example equilibria numerically using the boundary layer solution described in Sec. IV. The free functions T(X), X(X), q c (X) were taken to be of the form,
for given input f 0 ¼ T 0 , X 0 , q c0 . The function dw/dX was taken to be of the form,
for a given input a w and circular boundary,
Two example cases will be presented here: one solution including flow and one without flow. The input values used for these particular cases are given in Table I with the fluid particle mass m set to the mass of deuterium. The average toroidal beta b T 2l 0 hpi=B 2 T0 is 60%, where hpi is the volume-average pressure and B T0 is the vacuum toroidal field at the geometric axis. We deliberately choose this lower b example to be closer to currently conceivable experiments (see, for example, Wilson et al.
5
) rather than to give the best approximation. The qualitative behaviour of higher b solutions is the same.
The computed flux surfaces for the static case (X 0 ¼ 0) are given in Fig. 5 . The core solution where w ¼ w (R) is clearly distinguishable from the boundary solution. The value of w on each X(w) surface may be calculated by measuring the R location of each surface in the core and then integrating dw/dX from R min .
The core and boundary solutions approach each other smoothly for regions far from the magnetic axis. The shaded region denotes where a diamagnetic hole has formed. In regions close to the transition from boundary to core solutions, where n is varying rapidly, a sharp transition between core and boundary is evident in Fig. 5 . Profiles as a function of major radius are given in Fig. 6 . The large Shafranov shift causes an asymmetry in the profiles with the magnetic axis located near R max . The magnetic field vanishes in this region. The q ¼ 1 surface appears at R ¼ 0.8 and R ¼ 0.96 and borders a region of very high-b as the field vanishes, so we could expect from the linear stability theory to have a strongly driven n ¼ 1 kink mode manifesting as sawtooth oscillations or even a disruption. Figs. 7 and 8 are the results of the same calculation repeated with a flow of X 0 ¼ 0.6 Â 10 6 s À 1 which is approximately 600 kms À 1 . A distortion of the density profile in Fig. 8 by centrifugal forces has produced a corresponding distortion in the pressure profile. We may note a discontinuity in the density profile on axis which results from the large value of n for this relatively low-b example. As the boundary thickness n approaches the radius of curvature of the plasma boundary, the high-b solution becomes less appropriate. This is a re-statement of the validity criterion from the previous static solutions that d=a ¼ Oð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi =bq 2 p Þ should be small. 7, 8 We may remedy this by either increasing b and the Shafranov shift or using a flatter input density profile. Table I with zero flow. The shaded area denotes a magnetic field free region.
FIG. 6. Profiles as functions of major radius calculated using the values in Table I with zero flow.
A physical feature in the density is the prominent peak on the outboard side caused by the exponential dependence on the rotation velocity (Eq. (14)). The effects of rotation on the magnetic configuration are also apparent in Fig. 8 with the complete suppression of the diamagnetic hole. One can expect a general improvement in stability with a higher q on axis q 0 ¼ q(X ¼ R max ) ¼ 1.3 and finite b.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented an extension to 2-D analytical high-b equilibrium solutions for toroidally flowing plasma using results from ideal MHD. In addition to assuming the ideal Ohm's law, we have also assumed isotropic thermal equilibrium along poloidal flux surfaces. These assumptions led to a Grad-Shafranov equation and Bernoulli equation for density (momentum and energy conservation, respectively). Invoking the ordering bq 2 ) 2 and M 2 / q 2 ) , we found that w ¼ w (R); a result for toroidally flowing equilibrium which was the same as for static equilibrium. A boundary layer technique used previously for the static case was applied to the flow equations and an asymptotic solution was found. The phenomenon of plasma diamagnetism in the static solution was found to be reduced due to centrifugal drift currents. Example, equilibria were calculated using plasma parameters which are approaching attainable values in next generation spherical tokamaks. 5, 6 These examples also demonstrated that a criterion for solution validity is that the radius of curvature of the plasma boundary must be large compared to the boundary layer thickness.
The physics of these high-b solutions poses interesting challenges to intuition, particularly when considering a field free region at the magnetic axis of the plasma. What are the implications of a Lamour radius which compares with the vessel dimensions when the low field region has been Shafranov-shifted to be close to the boundary? Solutions exist where rB can be very large in the boundary layer, what happens when the rB current drift in the boundary becomes the largest current in the MHD force balance? We have discovered that centrifugal forces can suppress the magnetic hole solutions, it may be interesting now to investigate whether diamagnetic holes are favourable for tokamak performance. Table I with finite flow. The diamagnetic hole from the static solution has disappeared. A centrifugal shift of the density has occurred. The bunching of contours in Fig. 7 has produced a spurious discontinuity near the magnetic axis which is absent for higher b solutions. Table I with finite flow. The finite boundary layer width at this low b produces erroneous bunching of contours near the magnetic axis.
